Dear Member,
Welcome to the February issue of the CEPIS Member Update. Register for the webinar on Microbehaviours and how to combat them and for the ITPE webinar on professional ethics, and find out
about the recent activities and initiatives of our Member Societies. Discover all this and more
below!

Register for webinar “Micro-behaviours and how to counter them” on 9 March
This year, the CEPIS DiversIT Charter team will be organising a series of short practical webinars
on specific issues that affect the number of women in tech jobs. The first webinar will focus on
Micro-behaviours which drive the Impostor Syndrome and how to counter them. It will take place
on 9 March online via Zoom, from 10:30 to 11:30 CET. Read the full article and register

ITPE ethics webinar to be held on 15 February
ITPE will hold an ethics webinar on 15 February, 10:00-11:00 CET, focusing on the relevant
competences for IT staff that help ensure security and transparency when working with digital
technologies. Read the full article

GI Women in Tech group organises conference on cybersecurity
The conference of the Women and Computer Science Section of the German Informatics Society
(GI) is planned to take place in person this year from April 29 to May 1, 2022 in Naumburg/Saale.
The main theme of the conference is cybersecurity. Read the full article

Hungarian IT Day to become an annual tradition
The Hungarian John von Neumann Computer Society, supported by its members and the
Hungarian Ministry of Innovation and Technology, is going to set a new tradition – to celebrate
the Day of the Hungarian IT in every year on 21st of January. Read the full article

Updates on Croatian Digital Literacy Network
The Croatian Digital Literacy Network was formed at the end of 2020 with the aim of
strengthening cross-sectoral cooperation and capacity building for research and development of
the digital society in the Republic of Croatia. Read the full article

More news
Digital Autonomy Award – Voting open
Subscribe to GI-led TrainDL project newsletter
Web Accessibility Directive reports released
New Commission declaration for a human-centred digital transformation
New Commission strategy promotes leadership role of EU standards
EU Code Week breaks record of activities in 2021

Upcoming events
15 February ITPE webinar on Professional Ethics. Online
9 March CEPIS webinar on Micro-behaviours and how to counter them. Online
25 March Legal and Security Issues SIN meeting. Online
29 April-1 May GI Women in Tech conference on cybersecurity. Naumburg/Saale, Germany.
5 May CEPIS Council meeting. Athens, Greece (subject to pandemic situation)
23-24 June Annual Privacy Forum 2022. Warsaw, Poland

